


Syllogism is a three-part set of statements; a major 
statement or premise, a minor statement or 
premise and a conclusion that is deduced.

It’s a deductive approach to reasoning.
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It is the arbitrary introduction of new elements 
into an argument in order to fix them so that they 
appear valid. A good example of this is the ad-

hoc dismissal of negative test results.



•Definition:The evidence for the 
argument is just a reworded 
version of the same argument.

•Example: Students should 

not be allowed to park in 

lots now reserved for 

faculty because those 

lots should be for faculty 

only.







Logic Daily Opener

I can prove to you that 2=1
If A=B

Multiply by A on both sides, you get A²=AB.
Subtract B² from both sides, you get A²-B²=AB-B².

Factor both sides, you get (A+B)(A-B)=B(A-B).
Divide by (A-B) on both sides, you get A+B=B.

Because A=B, therefore B+B=B,
If 2B=B, then 2=1.
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Senator Jones was a conscientious objector 

during the Vietnam War, so his proposal to limit military 

spending has no merit.





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5ktq5Cccac


An argument that focuses on an 
irrelevant issue to detract attention from the real 
issue.

Reporters are out to get the president, so it’s no 
wonder we are hearing rumors about these scandals.



The term comes from the 

sport of fox hunting in which

 a dried, smoked herring, 

which is red in color, is 

dragged across the trail of 

the fox to throw the hounds 

off the scent.











Either you’re with us, or

you’re against us.

(No, I can be neutral!)





Mary loves children, so she will 

make an excellent school teacher.



The ad verecundiam fallacy consists of an appeal 
to irrelevant authority, that is, an ‘authority’ who 
is not an authority in the field of question (or at 
least one we have no reason to believe to be such 
an authority).

Oprah says that she won’t eat beef, therefore you 
shouldn’t eat beef.





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jIIRmSV8JKE


Reductio ad absurdum is the technique of reducing an 
argument or hypothesis to absurdity, by pushing the 
argument's premises and conclusions.
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Since the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, Americans have been no more likely to die at the hands of terrorists 
than being crushed to death by unstable televisions and furniture.

Washington Post, Nov 23, 2015

http://blogs.cfr.org/zenko/2012/02/24/america-is-a-safe-place/
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